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Abstract—In this paper we argue that a judicious use of models
in science and engineering can considerably simplify the design
and analysis of complex dynamic systems. To substantiate this
claim, we ﬁrst review the mathematical form and the role played
by models in science and engineering, respectively. We then show
that a change in perspective on the purpose of models in the
analysis of cardiac tissue, allowed us to derive for the ﬁrst time,
in an automatic fashion, the parameter-ranges distinguishing
between normal and abnormal behavior in cardiac cells.

In this paper, we report in on our experience with models
in the biological setting of cardiac myocytes. In particular,
on how a careful consideration (a change in perspective) of
the intended use of the models, allowed us to perform the
ﬁrst automated parameter-range identiﬁcation for myocytes
distinguishing between normal and abnormal behavior.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we review the various roles played by models in life sciences,
engineering and computer science, and also their particular
mathematical formalism. In Section III we use this review to
discuss our experience with models in the biological setting.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Models play a central role in science and engineering. They
allow us to capture the laws of nature, predict the behavior of
complex dynamic systems, and devise controllers enforcing a
desired behavior of a complex dynamic system.
The particular mathematical formalism used to describe
such models can also be very different. For example, continuous partial differential equations (PDE), switched PDEs, ﬁnite
automata (FA), discrete or continuous hidden Markov models
(HMM), and (possibly stochastic) hybrid automata (HA).
Models can be constructed at various levels of abstraction,
too, from very detailed to very coarse. To be useful however,
the abstraction hierarchy has to relate its models in a meaningful way, through abstraction and concretization relations.
It is our conviction that every role played by models is
important, and so is the abstraction level and the mathematical
formalism used. However, it is even more important to be very
aware of the purpose of a mathematical model. Disregarding this purpose may lead to unnecessarily complex designs
whereas a conscious use of a model can considerably simplify
both the design and the analysis of complex systems.
In our work we have used various models for various purposes: FAs and Büchi automata to check if a nondeterministic
FA satisﬁes a given linear temporal logic (LTL) property [1],
[2]; HMMs to predict the abnormal-behavior probability of
a software system, from its time-sampled executions [3],
[4]; linear time-invariant differential equations to design controllers balancing energy consumption with respect to performance [5]; and HAs to predict abnormal-behavior parameter
ranges in cardiac myocytes [6]. In some of these cases we
learned (identiﬁed) the models from experimental data, by
assuming that the models have a particular mathematical form.
In other cases, we used systematic approximations, to obtain
a mathematical form amenable to formal analysis.
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II. T HE VARIOUS U SES OF M ODELS
A. Models in Natural Sciences
a) Modeling: Sciences, and in particular physics, have
a long tradition in building mathematical models for physical
systems. These models serve two main purposes:
1) Capturing the basic laws of the physical systems.
2) Predicting the behavior of the physical systems.
For example, Newton’s mathematical model of classical
mechanics, is governed by three basic laws:
1) An object at rest tends to stay at rest, and an object in
motion tends to stay in motion with ﬁxed speed, unless
a nonzero resultant force acts upon it.
2) The relationship between a body mass m, its acceleration a, and an applied force is F , is F = ma.
3) The interaction forces between two bodies are of equal
magnitude and in opposite directions.
This mechanical model allows to predict the motion of
bodies in presence of gravity or any other forces.
Newton’s model has been reﬁned by Einstein’s general relativity theory, to account for bodies moving with speeds close
to the speed of light. An important part of this reﬁnement, is
the addition of a new physical law, stating that:
4) Space-time fabric is curved around bodies with mass.
This law allows to explain gravity, a question not answered
by Newton’s model. It is important to note however, that the
predictions made by using Newton’s model are identical with
the predictions made with Einstein’s model, as long as the
bodies move with speeds much smaller than the speed of light.
The mathematical language used in the sciences to construct
models such as the ones above, is the modern differential
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calculus, usually credited to Newton and to Leibniz. These
models describe the output y and the inﬁnitesimal change in
the state x of the physical system at a given time t [7]:
ẋ(t) = f (t, x(t), u(t)),

x(0) = x0 ,

 
 
 

y(t) = g(t, x(t))

 
 

where u is the input and f , g are possibly nonlinear functions.
If the next state function f and the output function g are
linear, then the physical system can be written as follows:
ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t),

x(0) = x0 ,

 

x(0) = x0 ,

 

y(t) = C(t)x(t)
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Fig. 1.

Threshold-based switching functions.

simulation approach, to predictions about the global system
behavior, with a given conﬁdence and error margin. This
extension is however plagued by rare events, whose accurate
handling may require an exponential number of samples.
With simulation alone, it is therefore impossible in general,
to state with certainty that an undesired behavior will never
happen, or that a desired behavior will eventually happen.
To make such statements, (applied) scientists construct
asymptotic or perturbation-theory approximations, of the physical systems. These approximations result in piecewise linear
differential equations, equivalent up to an approximation error
 to the original systems. For example, to make sure that a
hydrogen bomb will not exhaust earth’s atmosphere, physicists
constructed such approximations, before detonation.
c) Duality and switching: One of the most intriguing
aspects of physics is the particle-wave duality. At the root of
this duality is the discovery that certain physical phenomena,
for example the spectrum of light, do not vary in a continuous
way, but have discrete jumps instead, also called quanta.
This discovery has important consequences: Physical phenomena cannot be described solely with continuous differential equations over the ﬁeld structure of complex numbers.
As discussed later, computer science is pushing this duality
even further, distinguishing between numeric and non-numeric
values. In philosophy, this duality is known as the following
principle: Quantitative changes lead to qualitative changes.
Mathematically, the discontinuities in the spectrum of light
can be captured with the Heaviside (or step) switching functions, shown in Figure 1. They can be understood as the limit
of continuous, sigmoidal switching functions, also shown in
Figure 1. Such switches occur everywhere in physical processes, for example in the description of transistors, and they
are ubiquitous control functions in biological systems. Shallow
sigmoidal switches can be approximated with (possibly a
sequence of) ramps, as shown in Figure 1.
In conclusion, duality requires that physical and biological
systems are in general described with a set of switched
nonlinear differential equations. Switching is determined by
Boolean threshold functions of the form u(t) < θ or u(t) ≥ θ.

y(t) = ĝ(t, x(t))

y(t) = Cx(t)

Ut

Assuming that u(t) = e u0 , that is, that u(t) is also a linear
system, then the general solution for x has the form:
 t
x(t) = eAt x0 +
eA(t−τ ) BeU τ u0 dτ
0

In this case the closed-form solution x(t) can be computed,
as one knows how to compute the above integral.
Unfortunately, most physical systems do not have a linear
time-invariant behavior, and for such systems it is generally not
known how to compute their solution x, and correspondingly,
their output y. In such cases, the (applied) sciences use two
basic techniques: simulation and approximation [7].
Simulation takes advantage of the computational meaning of
partial differential equations: A particular while-loop program,
which computes the state of the system at time t + dt (and
space s + ds if space is of concern, too), by knowing the state
at time t (and space s). Initially x(0) = x0 and y(0) = g(0, x0 ).
The body of the loop then computes x and y at next dt:
x(t + dt) = x(t) + f (t, x(t), u(t)) dt,

1
1 + e−2 k (u −θ )

H + (u, θ ) = (u < θ )? 0 :1

 

For autonomous, time-invariant linear systems, that is for
systems with no input, the solution has the following form:
x(t) = eAt x0 ,

S + (u, θ , k) =

k = 1 / (θ 2 − θ1 )

 

where A, B and C are the next state, the input and the output
matrices, respectively. If these matrices are independent of
time t, then the system is called time invariant.
As a consequence, ordinary differential equations, or partial
differential equations if space is considered, provide a local,
recursive view of the behavior in time of the physical system.
This view is also known as the state space view of the system.
b) Prediction: In order to predict the behavior of the
system, one needs however, a global, non-recursive, inputoutput view of the system, also known as the closed-form
solution (or ﬁxpoint) of the differential equations:
x(t) = fˆ(t, u(t)),


 
 

R + (u, θ1 , θ 2 ) =
(u < θ1 )? 0 :
u − θ1
(u < θ 2 )?
:1
θ 2 − θ1

y(t) = g(t, x(t))

Choosing time (and space) increments dt (and ds) such that
continuous behavior is recoverable, one can simulate (test)
global behaviors of the system, one at a time. This interpretation of differential equations was indeed one of the motivating
factors in the early development of computer science.
One simulation is one very accurate sample of the physical
system’s behavior, which is bounded both in time and space.
By applying Monte-Carlo techniques, one can extend the

B. Models in Engineering
Engineering and in particular control theory have added a
new purpose to the development of models. They serve to:
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for multiplication. They also possess inverses: subtraction for
addition and division for multiplication. Numeric domains
are therefore ﬁeld structures, with the real numbers and the
complex numbers as the most important representatives [14].
In this setting, the time-invariant linear model of a plant
can be expressed as discussed in the previous section, where in
addition, v(t) and w(t) are white noise processes, and matrices
K and L capture their relative contribution:

process noise
reference
input

error

Controller

control

Plant

output

input

−

Sensor
sensor noise

Fig. 2.

Plant with feedback controller.

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Kv(t),

3) Design a controller enforcing a desired system behavior.
Given a physical system (plant) and a reference input
specifying the desired output of the plant, the goal of control theory is to develop tools and techniques for the semiautomatic synthesis of a controller, which manipulates the
plant’s controlled inputs to ensure that the plant’s output tracks
the reference input with a negligible dynamic error. The block
diagram of a feedback control system is shown in Figure 2.
The semi-automatic synthesis of a controller requires the
existence of a model of the plant. Unless the physical laws
governing the plant are known, this model is learned from an
approximation of the input-output behavior of the plant. This
approximation is obtained by stimulating the plant with wellchosen input signals and recording the output signals. The
choice of the input signals is very important: at every moment
of time, they should expose the dependency of the output not
only on the input but also on the internal state of the plant.
For given input-output behavior and state-vector dimension,
the choice of the state vector is not unique. Hence, in contrast
to the sciences, in control theory, the model learned has a
particular canonical form, which is most appropriate for either
learning, observation, or control.
The plant behavior is in general nonlinear. While tools and
techniques for learning nonlinear plant models exist [8], [9],
the automatic design of associated controllers is much more
intricate [10], [11]. Hence, in the majority of cases, one is
content to learn simpliﬁed linear models which accurately
reproduce the plant behavior around one of its equilibrium
points. The learning process, where the plant model is assumed
to be linear, is also known as linear system identiﬁcation.
The continual correction performed by the controller keeps
the error low even while abstracting a considerable number of
states and inputs of the linear model. This abstraction can lead
to a dramatic reduction in the model dimension. Hence, unlike
in model-checking or static analysis [12], in control one can
obtain good results with quite inaccurate models.
Common practice is to compensate for this inaccuracy by
adding an uncontrolled disturbance input, also called process
noise, to the plant. The sensors themselves may have limited
accuracy, which is commonly captured by adding a disturbance
input to the sensor, also called sensor noise. Disturbances are
assumed to be nondeterministic or stochastic in nature.
d) Continuous numeric domains.: Control theory was
developed for physical systems whose input, output, and
state signals are numeric and continuous [13]. Elements of
numeric domains can be added and multiplied, and both
operations possess a neutral element: 0 for addition and 1

y(t) = Cx(t) + Lw(t)

An important concern in controller design is the observability
and the controllability of the system, for the considered output
and control input, respectively. If the system is not observable,
then it contains states that do not contribute to the output and
if the system is not controllable, then it contains states that
cannot be reached with the given input. In these cases, the
system can be reduced to an observable and controllable form,
which is unique, modulo a linear transformation.
e) Discrete numeric domains.: Before the advent of
computerized tool support, controllers were designed manually [13]. This was a tedious activity which was considerably
simpliﬁed by assuming that plants had a single input and a
single output (SISO). This assumption was adequate only if
the model of the plant could reasonably be decomposed into an
array of SISO components with very weak interdependencies.
The powerful techniques and tool support nowadays available, for example, as Matlab identiﬁcation and controller
design tool-boxes, removed this limitation [13], [15], [16].
Linear, multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) models are
now routinely learned (identiﬁed). While controller synthesis
for linear MIMO models does not yet have the same automation as for SISO models, individual tools and techniques
are available, and associated tools can be implemented. For
example, we have developed Matlab scripts supporting such
automation. MIMO controller design is more general than
SISO design, and it allows one to quantify the tradeoff between
the various desired dynamic characteristics[17], [18].
The proliferation of computer systems spurred the transition
from analog to digital controllers. In this setting, the continuous outputs of the plant are sampled every T time units
by an analog-to-digital converter, and the digital outputs of
the controller are held for every T time units by a digital-toanalog converter. This approach lead to the development of
digital control theory, where the linear model of a plant:
x(n+1) = Ax(n) + Bu(n) + Kv(n), y(n) = Cx(n) + Lw(n)
is expressed analogously to the continuous case, using difference equations in place of differential equations, and where
the natural number n represents the time t = nT .
Techniques for the identiﬁcation of linear, time-invariant
differential and difference equations are well understood [16],
as is the associated controller-synthesis problem [15]. Moreover, Matlab tool support for linear, time-invariant systemidentiﬁcation and controller synthesis is available [16], [15].
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Fig. 4.

Tachycardic wave induced by a disc of unexcitable myocytes.

This importing, has to be done with care; e.g. the righthand side Ax + Bu of the state equation (without noise) does
not make sense in case of ﬁnite automata, since plus over
regular languages means “choice” rather than addition. As a
consequence, the input term Bu is dropped, and A is converted
from a matrix of constants to a matrix of input symbols. Matrix
A corresponds to the transition relation of the ﬁnite automaton.
Further, A can be decomposed into a set of Boolean
transition relations A(a), one for each non-numeric symbol
a in the ﬁnite alphabet Σ, such that A(a)(i, j) = 1 only if
there is an a-transition from state i to state j [22], [21]. With
these transformations, states xi (n) become Booleans, true if
the input sequence so far is accepted when starting in xi , and
false otherwise. The next state and output equations become:

Fig. 3. Emergent behavior in cardiac-cell networks. Top: Electrocardiogram.
Middle and bottom: Simulation and experimental mappings of voltage waves
occurring in a small rectangular area on the surface of the heart.

C. Models in Computer Science

x(n+1) = A(u(n)) x(n),

Since switched nonlinear differential equations can be represented as while-loop programs, every model developed in the
natural sciences or in engineering, is also a computer science
model. In addition, computer science contains models that do
not necessarily represent physical systems.
In particular, many computer systems have inputs, states,
and outputs of a non-numeric nature. They generalize the
Boolean value of the switching functions. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division make no sense for nonnumeric values. Instead, using regular-expression operations
(literal constants, union, and concatenation), non-numeric values give rise to regular languages. The alphabet Σ of these
languages is the set of non-numeric values themselves. The
set of all such languages forms a semi-ring structure.
While ﬁelds are also semi-rings, a commonality that can
be exploited to import results from the numeric domain to
the non-numeric one, there are key differences. Union is
idempotent, whereas addition is generally not. Multiplication
is commutative, whereas concatenation is not. Numeric values
possess a distance between them, whereas languages do not.
Languages, by contrast, possess a canonical partial order. Such
a canonical order cannot exist in ﬁelds [19], [20].
Similarly to the life sciences and engineering models, the
analysis and control of non-numeric models is decidable for
a subclass, namely of linear systems over semirings.
f) Non-numeric domains and nondeterminism.: In this
setting, the role of numeric linear systems over ﬁelds (without
Gaussian noise) is assumed by ﬁnite automata. Although not
generally known, ﬁnite automata are linear systems, albeit over
the semi-ring structure of languages [21]. This is an important
analogy as it allows one to import concepts from the betterunderstood theory of numeric control to the control of systems
with non-numeric parameters [21], [20].

y(n) = Cx(n)

One can rewrite this time-triggered difference-equations system to an event-triggered difference-equations system, by
using a branching notion of time, whose paths consist of
sequences s of symbols (events) a in the input alphabet Σ:
x(as) = A(a) x(s),

x() = x0 ,

y(s) = Cx(s)

Techniques for learning (identifying) ﬁnite automata from their
input-output behavior are based on, and extend, Angluin’s
work [23], [24]. The larger the number of states of the system,
the harder it is to accurately identify the system. The control
problem for ﬁnite automata is based on the work of Ramadge
and Wonham, and it is collectively known as supervisory
control [25], [26]. The reference input in this case becomes
a language, and the error notion is dealt with in an ordertheoretic fashion (minimal, maximal, etc).
g) Non-numeric domains and stochasticity.: The noise
term Kv of the right-hand side of the state equation is treated
analogously to Bu: Kv is dropped, and noise is added to the
matrix A by deﬁning for each non-numeric input symbol i,
a stochastic matrix A(i). The RHS Cx + Lw of the output
equation is treated similarly. For each non-numeric output
symbol o, the output matrix C(o) is a stochastic matrix.
x(is) = A(i) x(s),

y(s)(o) = C(o)x(s)

One can readily see that the resulting stochastic system is a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [27], [28].
HMMs have primarily been used for monitoring and recognition. As such, they do not have input (or, equivalently, the
input alphabet contains only one symbol), and they therefore possess only one next-state matrix. One of the classic
questions in this setting is: What is the probability that a
particular output sequence is generated by a given HMM?
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Towers of abstraction for the analysis of cardiac abnormalities.

an engineering and information science. The identiﬁcation of a
mathematical model, from data experimentally collected from
a biological system, and the use of this model to predict and
control the system’s behavior, are now days indispensable tools
in biology’s arsenal [32], [33].
In the context of a mathematical model, the distinction
between normal (or desired) system behavior and abnormal
(or undesired) system behavior reduces to the identiﬁcation of
the parameter ranges for which the model accurately reproduces the normal and abnormal system behavior, respectively.
Moreover, ﬁnding a treatment strategy, reduces to synthesizing
a controller, which enforces desired behavior.
A fundamental question in the treatment of cardiac disorders, such as tachycardia and ﬁbrillation [33] (see Figure 3), is
under what circumstances does such a disorder arise? Cardiac
contraction is electrically regulated by particular cells, known
as myocytes. For each electric stimulus originating in the sinoatrial node of the heart (its natural pace-making unit), the
myocytes propagate this stimulus and enforce this way the
contraction of cardiac muscle, known as a heart beat.
In certain circumstances, myocytes can partially or completely loose excitability, that is their ability to propagate and
reinforce an electric stimulus. A region of such myocytes can
be responsible for ventricular tachycardia or ﬁbrillation, as
shown in Figure 4: the region becomes an obstacle in the way
of a propagating electric wave, triggering a spiral rotation of
the wave (tachycardia); the spiral may then break up into a
disordered collection of spirals (ﬁbrillation). Once such an
abnormal behavior is triggered, it may last for a long time,
due to the excitability of healthy myocytes.
The past decades have witnessed the development of increasingly sophisticated partial differential equations models
(DEM) for myocytes, reﬂecting the technological advances.
These DEMs are similar in spirit to the mechanical models
used in physics. Their main purpose is to elucidate the biological laws governing the electric behavior of cardiac myocytes
that is their underlying cellular and ionic processes.
The ﬁrst myocyte DEM was the Luo-Rudi (LR) guinea-

There is no reason, however, for not using full-ﬂedged HMMs,
with inputs and outputs, to address the controller-synthesis
problem. Such a treatment is discussed in [28], which also
addresses the problem of learning HMMs (see also [27]). The
reference input and the input error in this setting have to be
treated in a probabilistic fashion. Finally, the combination of
nondeterminism and probability is addressed under the name
of hidden Markov processes [29].
h) Mixed numeric and non-numeric domains.: Similarly
to switched nonlinear differential equations, many computer
science models consist of a mixture of non-numeric and
numeric domains. For example, for system software energy
and performance are numeric parameters, whereas the choice
of a compression algorithm and compression level are nonnumeric. The challenge in such models is to properly integrate
numeric ﬁeld structures with non-numeric semi-ring structures,
for example in the design of modern controllers.
Such integration has begun in the form of hybrid automata,
where non-numeric values, called modes, deﬁne a non-numeric
linear system (a ﬁnite automaton), and where each mode has
an associated invariant and numeric linear system with Gaussian noise. Within a mode, numeric states evolve according
to the mode’s differential or difference equations. A jump
may occur to another mode, when the associated transition
becomes enabled. A transition is forced to occur if remaining
in the mode would cause the values of the numeric variables
to violate the invariant associated with the mode.
The learning (or identiﬁcation) problem for hybrid automata
is discussed, for example, in the proceedings of the Hybrid
Systems: Computation and Control conference, and their analysis and control problems are discussed, for example, in [30].
An approach to the control of computer systems that also leads
to hybrid automata, although without explicit mention of this
fact, the so-called gain scheduled control, is discussed in [31].
III. M ODELS FOR C ARDIAC M YOCYTES
i) Myocyte models: The recent emergence of highthroughput experimental-data acquisition methods has dramatically changed biology, from a purely lab-based science to also
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(θ v ≤ u < uu )
e + (u − θ v )(uu − u)v g fi + ws gsi − gso (u)
−v gv+
−w gw+

S + (u, ks ,us , 0,1) gs2 − s gs2

  

u = ∇(D∇u) − (J fi + J si + J so )

θw ≤ u < θv
u < θ v u = e + ws g − g (u) 
si
so
−
u ≥ θ v v = −v gv2
w = −w gw+
s = S + (u, ks ,us , 0,1) gs2 − s gs2
θo ≤ u < θw

u < θw
u = e − u go2
v = −v gv−2
u ≥ θw
w = (w∞* − w) gw− (u)
+
s = S (u, ks ,us , 0,1) gs1 − s gs1

 

=
=
=
=



u
v
w
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Fig. 7. Action potential (AP), AP duration (APD), diastolic interval (DI),
and restitution curve at 10% of the maximum value of the AP.

0 ≤ u < θo

u < θ o u = e − u go
1
v = (1 − v) gv−1
u ≥ θo
w = (1 − u gw∞ − w) gw− (u)
s = S + (u, ks ,us , 0,1) gs1 − s gs1

sigmoidal switches. Moreover, its sigmoidal switches occur
both as numerators and as denominators.
In [6] we showed that one can bring the MM DEM to a
canonical sigmoidal form, where the sigmoids occur only as
numerators. Moreover, by expanding the step switches, one
obtains the nonlinear hybrid automaton (MM HA) shown in
Figure 6, where each mode corresponds to a particular phase
of the myocyte’s response to an external stimulus e.
This HA contains four state variables: the myocyte’s transmembrane potential u, and the myocyte’s gating variables v,
w and s which regulate the ionic ﬂows through the myocyte’s
membrane channels. Intuitively, a healthy membrane acts like
a capacitor. In the absence of an external stimulus e, it
stays charged to −80mV, shown as 0-potential in the scaled
Figure 7. A stimulus causes the ion-inﬂow channels to open
which leads to a depolarization of the membrane, that is, to a
raise of u in Figure 7. Subsequently these channels close, and
the ion-outﬂow channels open, which leads to a repolarization
of the membrane, that is, to a drop of u in Figure 7. The
raise and drop of u is known as an action potential (AP). The
parameters gk of the MM HA denote conductances.
If the stimulus is weak, u never raises above threshold θv ,
and one talks about a failed AP-initiation. Otherwise, the AP
raises to an approximately constant value, and the AP has the
characteristic shape shown in Figure 7.
Recharging takes time. Hence, the more time the membrane
has to recharge, the greater (and longer) the AP. The AP duration (APD), the diastolic interval (DI), and the AP restitution
curve (dependence of the APD on the DI) measured at 10%
of the maximum AP value, are shown in Figure 7. They are
important properties of myocyte behavior.
k) Spatial models: A rectangular tissue is modeled as
an N ×N array of MMs. They communicate with each other
through diffusion, expressed as ∇(D∇u) where ∇ is the gradient operator and D is the diffusion coefﬁcient. In isotropic
tissue D is constant, and diffusion reduces to Du. In the
experiments of this paper, we considered isotropic tissue, only.
Adding Du to the stimulus, transforms the ordinary
differential equations of the MM HA into partial differential
equations. Our implementation of diffusion is based on ﬁnite
differences: To compute Du, an MHA polls the potential

Fig. 6. Canonical hybrid automaton model for human ventricular myocytes.

pig ventricular model in [34]. Reﬁning this model to human
myocytes led to the Tusscher-Noble2 -Panﬁlov (TNNP) DEM
in [35]. This DEM has 17 state variables and 44 parameters.
Similarly to LR DEM, TNNP DEM is an electric model, with
the myocyte’s membrane modeled as a capacitor, and the ionic
channels modeled as resistances with nonlinear behavior.
The Iyer-Mazhri-Winslow (IMW) DEM in [36] is one of the
most detailed cellular and ionic models to date. It contains
65 state variables and 94 parameters. This DEM is based
on most recent experimental data, and it reﬂects the latest
understanding of the biological entities regulating the electric
behavior of human myocytes. In contrast to the TNNP DEM,
the equations of the IMW DEM are written in a chemical
reaction (law of mass action) style. As a consequence, most of
the differential equations have a simpler form then in TNNP.
Their dynamics is mostly afﬁne, multiafﬁne or polynomial.
In multiafﬁne dynamics, products of variables are allowed,
as long as these products are linear in each variable. In
polynomial dynamics, arbitrary products are allowed.
The problem with the LR, TNNP and IMW DEMs, and
many other DEMs developed in the same spirit, is that
they often contain too many parameters to be reliably and
robustly identiﬁed from experimental data. Moreover, their
dimensionality (for example 65 in IMW) is too large to render
their formal analysis or even simulation tractable. If one is only
interested in the transmembrane potential and its propagation
in cardiac tissue, such models are unnecessarily complicated.
j) The minimal model: Motivated by these observations, Orovio-Cherry-Fenton developed a very versatile electric DEM in [37], involving only four state variables and 27
parameters. This DEM reproduces with great accuracy the
mesoescopic AP behavior of myocyte tissue. The model was
called by its authors the minimal model (MM). The dynamics
of this model is nonlinear and it contains both step and
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(d) Parameter-Range Identiﬁcation Results

(a) State-Space Partition 
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Steps in computing the parameter ranges

is, for j ∈ Di , the protein xi does not occur in rij (x), function
f = (f1 , . . . , fn ) is multiafﬁne in x and afﬁne in p.

un of its neighbours in each direction and takes the difference
to its own potential u. Hence, the overall e is computed by
summing up this difference with any external stimulus.
An AP-wave, is the potential u across the MM HA array.
Now consider an 800×800 array with a disc of unexcitable
HAs on its middle left area. Applying a train of stimuli to the
bottom cells of the area, triggers successive waves, that hit the
unexcitable cells. Due to the restitution property (recharging
delay) of HAs, the unexcitable region eventually acts as a
pace-making unit, and triggers the rotation of a spiral wave, as
shown in Figure 4. Such a spiral may last in principle forever,
or it may break down chaotically into sustained smaller spirals.
l) Parameter ranges for abnormal behavior: In terms of
the MM HA model, lack of excitability means that mode four
of the MM HA is never reached. This can be formulated in
linear temporal logic (LTL) by requiring that globally (always)
u < θv . In LTL notation G (u < θv ).
Unfortunately, the MM HA cannot be formally analysed
as it contains nonlinear terms. We therefore linearized these
terms, in an optimal way in each mode, by using dynamic
programming techniques [6]. This resulted in 29 modes and
30 thresholds θui for the voltage. The initial value of v and
w is one, and in order to work with regions, we added the
thresholds θv0 = θw0 = 0, θv1 = θw1 = 0.95 and θv2 = θw2 = 1,
for v and w, respectively. Since s is initially zero we also
added the thresholds θs0 = 0, θs1 = 0.001 and θs2 = 1 for s.
All these transformations brought the MM HA to the form
of multi-afﬁne HA (MHA), whose differential equations have
the form of a genetic regulatory network:


κij rij (x) −
γij rij (x) xi
(1)
ẋi = fi (x, p) =
j∈Pi

go1
≤≤166.9496
go1≥
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Ramps in the multi-afﬁne hybrid automaton (MHA)

The thresholds determine a partitioning of the MHA state
space as shown for the u v plane in Figure 8(a). Moreover,
assuming that the atomic propositions of the LTL formula have
the form u < θ or u ≥ θ, each hyperrectangle in this partition
is an equivalence class with respect to the LTL formula. As a
consequence, the quotient of the MHA with respect to the
state-space-partition equivalence relation, results in a ﬁnite
Kripke structure (KS) as shown in Figure 8(b).
The states of this KS are fully determined. For a ﬁxed
parameter value vp , the function f (x, vp ) is multiafﬁne, and
the transitions of the KS are therefore fully determined by
examining the value of f (cr , vp ) in the corners cr of each
hyperrectangle, as shown in Figure 8(b).
Unfortunately, there are an inﬁnite number of parameter
values vp . Fortunately, the function f (cr , p) is afﬁne in each
corner cr . Solving these afﬁne equations in all corners cr
of the state space, results in a partitioning of the parameter
space as shown in Figure 8(c). As f (x, p) is afﬁne in p, it is
enough to construct a KS for each corner cp in the parameter
space, and check if the KS satisﬁes the property, to determine
if all parameters inside a parameter space polyhedron satisfy
the property. This algorithm can be further improved, but this
improvement is omitted in this paper.
Using the approach described above, we obtained the ﬁrst
automatic inference of the parameter ranges for which the
myocyte is not excitable. The results are shown in Figure 8(d),
where we also show a simulation with a parameter value
chosen from each of the computed ranges. The parameters
of interest were the conductances go1 , go2 , gsi and gso . We

j∈Di

where xi is the i-th component of the state vector, κij and
γij are production and degradation rate parameters, and rij
are continuous piecewise multiafﬁne functions (PMA) arising
from products of ramp functions r+ and r− (see Figure 9).
Assuming that xi does not regulate its own degradation, that
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allowed these “uncertain” parameters to vary within the ranges
[0, 180], [0, 10], [0.1, 100] and [0.9, 50], respectively, which
were determined in an experimental way.
The MHA parameters are not directly related to biological
entities, and as a consequence, they cannot be directly used in
bio-chemical treatment strategies. Moreover, there is currently
no abstraction or concretization relation among the DEMs
for myocytes. To remedy this situation, we have started a
systematic investigation of the abstractions necessary in order
to reduce the IMW DEM to the MM HA. This will allow us
to relate the parameters in these two models, and therefore
develop an adequate bio-chemical treatment strategy.
It important to note that, as the voltage is a state variable of
the MM HA, electric control strategies can be developed based
on this HA. Of great importance in this respect is the real time
simulation speed of the MM HA, which we developed on GPU
architectures [38]. This was used to develop and implement the
ﬁrst low energy control strategy for both atria and ventricles,
and shown to work both in vitro and in vivo [39].
Finally, also note that all the discussed DEMs were identiﬁed from experimental data. What distinguishes them is the
amount of differentiation provided by the data, and the assumptions made about the form of the DEMs. The assumptions
for the very detailed DEMs reﬂect the current knowledge
about the underlying cellular and the ionic processes. The
assumptions for the MM, reﬂect the desire for abstraction.
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